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ViClarity's regulatory compliance experts will customize a consulting program to
meet your specific support requirements. Our responsive services assist with a
wide range of compliance needs. We can:

We can also provide strategic guidance based on the structure of your
compliance program.

Review policies, disclosures, or marketing advertisements and collateral
Assess new products and services for compliance implications
Provide guidance on new rules and regulations will impact your credit union
Assist with special projects that have specific scopes and target deadlines
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A Team of Compliance Experts

ViClarity is a leader in credit union regulatory solutions and services. Our
compliance consulting program gives you on-demand, personal attention
for your compliance needs. Whether your team would benefit from
additional expertise or you're a little shorthanded, compliance consulting
from ViClarity is the resource you need to have in your back-pocket. Our
team is just a phone call or email away. 

"The Numerica MarCom team considers ViClarity an extension of the
team. We really appreciate the fast turn-around for requests, as well
as the educational value of the ViClarity feedback. They take the time
to not only tell you what needs to be changed but reference the rule
or policy supporting the change. This type of feedback definitely
helps equip the team for future tasks."

Karen Weil
VP Legal/Compliance
Numerica Credit Union

https://www.viclarity.com/us/client-testimonials
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On-Demand, Personal Compliance Service

You can rely on ViClarity's experienced compliance professionals to help you
with any compliance question, policy or disclosure review, or prepare for an
external audit or exam.

A Partner to Assist Your Team 
The volume of regulatory rules continues to grow – and the rules are becoming
increasingly complex. It’s nice to have someone to turn to for help. With ViClarity
assisting on your compliance needs, you can focus on what’s most important:
your members. 

Our team often authors articles on the ViClarity blog and is featured in credit union publications like: 

Look for Us

CU Management 
CU Magazine 

Credit Union Times
CU Insight 

CU Broadcast
Audit Report

https://www.viclarity.com/us/blog-subscription

